Welcome & Introduction: gathering, coffee, lunch option.

Overview of our first class: encourage interruptions and
conversation.
Why we are exploring Atheism?

Giving up

God
for Lent
Can we begin to see
a more nuanced
Christianity?

This doesn’t have to be a debate between religion and science;
between Christianity and reason; between religion and
spirituality!!!

reactions to the episodes???

!

Jonathan Miller’s

Atheism:
A Rough History of Disbelief
episodes two & three

We live in a post-Darwinian world.

Charles Darwin: (1809-1882)
1859 publication of The Origin of the Species

Can we or have we already applied
Nietzsche’s critique to Christianity???

Review/thoughts/reactions to last week’s look at Nietzsche???

Does Nietzsche’s critique to Christianity
provide/ help us to move
to a more nuanced Christianity???

School of Suspicion

We return to the School of Suspicion to look at Marx’s critique
of religion.

Hermeneutics of Suspicion
Fathers of Modernism

Talk about our assumptions about the figure Karl Marx. Our
prejudices, born of our culture, often lead us to discount his
critique of religion. Point out that the opium of the people line
is often misquoted out of context. (the teaser is we shall try to
put it back into context)

We cannot begin to understand Marx without first
understanding Hegel.
Especially Hegel’s dialectic of ideas

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
1770-1831

Hegel begins with a set of contradictions. The mind and the
spirit do not actually exist. They are merely contradictory ideas.

Mind
set of contradictions

Spirit

dialectic

these contradictions can be viewed as “Thesis” and
“Antithesis” and the contradiction provides the energy/
dialectic to produce a synthesis. The Thesis and the Antithesis
still exist and the synthesis that is created is something
completely new.

Where once God was fought to be the fuel/driver of history,
the Hegelian Dialectic posits ideas as the fuel/driver of history.

Marx is most commonly known in the west as for the rhetorical

Karl Marx

1818-1883

quotes that are bandied about and only serve to create a
caricature of the philosopher and economist

Karl Marx

1818-1883

Provide a brief outline of Marx’s life.

Karl Marx

1818-1883

Hegelian Dialectic: ideas propel/drive or are the fuel behind
the movement of history

Dialectical Materialism
Materialism:

denies the existence of any
spiritual reality
“matter” is the sum of existence

Dialectical Materialism
Materialism:

all of human consciousness
is a reflection of materialism
all of human consciousness:
political views, art, religion
merely a reflection of the material world

Materialism:

human material needs are
reflected in human
consciousness in the form of
ideas, philosophies, spiritualities
religion, art

Marx takes the Helgian Dialectic to form what he calls
Dialectical Materialism. The “materialism” part is easy

the reflections of human needs
find their way into a given
economic system
the means to meet human
material needs - means of
production

Dialectical:

Hegel

dialectic of ideas

Dialectic of ideas

thesis
synthesis
antithesis

Dialectical:

synthesis

Hegel

dialectic of ideas

keeps repeating itself over and over again as each new
synthesis becomes a thesis which generates an antithesis and

thesis
synthesis
antithesis

the dialectic between the two creates a new synthesis

For Hegel the dialectal process
of generating ideas is the fuel
that propels history.
Ideas

History

Karl Marx

1818-1883

Ideas

History

?????

History

Karl Marx

1818-1883

Ideas

History

class

History

For Marx the fuel/energy that drives history is not ideas but….

Dialectical:

Marx

dialectic of class

in every age there are rulers who exploit, the tension/
revolution between the two generate new societies who have

ruling

their own rulers who exploit

new society
exploited

Dialectical:

Marx

dialectic of class

this process goes on and on creating new societies

rulers

new society

new society

exploited

Karl Marx

1818-1883

owns/controls
ruling class
means of production
new society

alienated from the
exploited means of production

the class struggle is the fuel that drives history

Karl Marx

1818-1883

process continues until you reach the perfect society which is
classless

new
classless
society

Karl Marx
new
classless
society

1818-1883

that new classless society is communism

communism

Karl Marx

1818-1883

religion

ruling

religion

exploited

religion

religion arises out of both classes: rulers use it to exploit by
instilling fear and the exploited use it to provide hope for
something better

eventually when history arrives at the classless society religion

Karl Marx
new
classless
society

will simply fade away because everyone’s needs are being met

religion

communism

Karl Marx

religion

the opium of the people works both ways:
Ruler: administers the drug in order to dull the senses so they
can exert control. The exploited seek the drug as a balm in an

the opium of
the people

Karl Marx

horrendous world.

begin to put the quote in context

Karl Marx

religion

Religious suﬀering is, at one and the
same time, the expression of real
suﬀering and a protest against real
suﬀering. Religion is the sigh of the
oppressed creature, the heart of a
heartless world, and the soul of
soulless conditions. It is the opium of
the people.

Karl Marx

religion

The abolition of religion as the illusory
happiness of the people is the demand
for their real happiness. To call on them
to give up their illusions about their
condition is to call on them to give up a
condition that requires illusions. The
criticism of religion is, therefore, in
embryo, the criticism of that vale of
tears of which religion is the halo.

Karl Marx

religion

Criticism has plucked the imaginary flowers on the
chain not in order that man shall continue to bear
that chain without fantasy or consolation, but so that
he shall throw oﬀ the chain and pluck the living
flower. The criticism of religion disillusions man, so
that he will think, act, and fashion his reality like a
man who has discarded his illusions and regained
his senses, so that he will move around himself as
his own true Sun. Religion is only the illusory Sun
which revolves around man as long as he does not
revolve around himself.

Karl Marx

religion

It is, therefore, the task of history, once the otherworld of truth has vanished, to establish the truth of
this world. It is the immediate task of philosophy,
which is in the service of history, to unmask selfestrangement in its unholy forms once the holy form
of human self-estrangement has been unmasked.
Thus, the criticism of Heaven turns into the criticism
of Earth, the criticism of religion into the criticism of
law, and the criticism of theology into the criticism of
politics.

Karl Marx

religion

The evident proof of the radicalism of German
theory, and hence of its practical energy, is that is
proceeds from a resolute positive abolition of
religion. The criticism of religion ends with the
teaching that man is the highest essence for man –
hence, with the categoric imperative to overthrow all
relations in which man is a debased, enslaved,
abandoned, despicable essence...

Karl Marx

Karl Marx
In what ways was Marx right about religion?
What can we learn from Marx’s critique?
Are there nuances that could/should be added to
our own practice of Christianity?

Next Week: Sigmund Freud

